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Hello crypto traders welcome to this week’s edition of Cryptonaire Weekly. The overall cryptocurrency 

Market Cap stands at $169 Billion We have seen a $15 Billion decrease in the Market Cap since the last 

week. Bitcoin price currently around $5240 and ether price is currently at $157. The current market cap 

for bitcoin is $92 Billion and for altcoins the current market cap is $77 Billion.

Percentage of Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin 54.84%

Ethereum 9.86%

Bitcoin Cash 2.53%

Litecoin 2.53%

Ripple 7.33%

Dash 0.57%

NEM 0.29%

Monero 0.61%

IOTA 0.49%

NEO 0.36%

Other 20.59%



Bitfinex and Tether were in the news as the New York Attorney General’s office alleged that the 

exchange had secretly transferred funds from Tether to coverup its $850 million loss. Tether, on its 

part, categorically denied the allegations. The markets have given the benefit of doubt to Tether as its 

price has clawed back after dumping initially on the news.  

After the initial pullback from the lows, the altcoins are currently facing profit booking. As a result, 

Bitcoin’s dominance that had slipped to about 50% in the early part of the month has again climbed to 

54.9%. Tom Lee, managing partner and head of research at Fundstrat Global Advisors, believes that the 

bear market in Bitcoin is over and the price is now headed higher. He expects the leading 

cryptocurrency to reach lifetime highs sometime in 2020.

We, however, believe that the next bull market will face a lot of hurdles as the investors stuck at higher 

levels will liquidate their positions at intermittent intervals. Hence, it will be a gradual move higher. 

Investors should be careful at what levels they are investing. Even Masayoshi Son, the billionaire 

founder of SoftBank Group Corp., had to book a $130 million loss on Bitcoin due to an ill-timed 

purchase.
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BITCOIN - BTC/USD

Bitcoin turned down from close to the overhead resistance of $5,777 on April 25. Since then, the bulls 

have been attempting to defend the 20-day EMA but have failed to pull off a meaningful bounce off this 
support. 

The 20-day EMA has flattened out and the RSI has also dipped to the midpoint. This points to a 
consolidation in the near term. The cryptocurrency might remain range bound between $4,778 and 

$5,777 for the next few days.

Our view will be invalidated if the bears sink the price below the support of $4,778 and the 50-day SMA. 

Such a move will dampen sentiment and result in a quick fall to $4,000 levels. On the upside, the 

overhead resistance zone of $5,777 to $6,000 is a difficult hurdle to cross.
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RIPPLE - XRP/USD

Ethereum plummeted below the 20-day EMA on April 25 and re-entered the ascending channel. This is 

a negative sign, as it invalidates the breakout of the pattern. The 20-day EMA is sloping down and the 

RSI has dipped into the negative zone. This shows that the bears have the upper hand in the 

short-term.

Currently, the bulls are attempting to hold the 50-day SMA for the past five days. This is a small 
positive. However, if the price doesn’t scale above the 20-day EMA within the next couple of days, the 

probability of a breakdown of the 50-day SMA increases. The next support on the downside is the 

trendline of the triangle. If this also gives way, a drop to $100 is possible.

Conversely, if the bulls succeed in ascending the overhead resistance of $160 once again, a rally to 

$180, followed by a move to $187.62 is likely. The digital currency will pick up momentum if it sustains 

above $187.62. Hence, we retain the buy recommendation given in our previous analysis.
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After failing to breakout of the moving averages, Ripple plunged to the critical support at $0.28524 that 

held. The failure of the cryptocurrency to participate in the recent recovery is a sign of weakness.

The digital currency is currently range bound between $0.28524 and $0.350. However, if the bears sink 

the price below the support of the range, a drop to the yearly low at $0.24653 is probable. 

On the upside, the bulls will face a stiff resistance at the moving averages and above it at $0.35. The 
trend will signal a change only after the price sustains above the range for a few days. We expect the 

digital currency to pick up momentum above $0.38353. Currently, we don’t find any buy setup on it. We 
might suggest a long position on a breakout and close (UTC time frame) above $0.35.
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After holding the 20-day EMA for three days, EOS dived below it on April 24 that carried it to the 50-day 

SMA. Since then, the bulls have been trying to defend this support but have not been able to push the 

price back above the 20-day EMA. This is a negative sign.

The 20-day EMA has turned down and the RSI has also dipped into the negative territory. This shows 

that the bears have the edge in the short-term. If the bears breakdown the support of the 50-day SMA 

and the uptrend line, a drop to $3.2 is probable. 

On the contrary, if the price rebounds from the current levels, it will face resistance at the downtrend 

line. If this resistance is crossed, the cryptocurrency can move up to $5.68 and above it to $6.276077. 

We shall wait for a reliable buy setup to form before suggesting a trade in it.

EOS  - EOS/USD
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Litecoin is currently in a pullback after facing profit booking at the overhead resistance of $94.39. The 

price has broken down of both the moving averages, which is a negative sign.

The moving averages are on the verge of completing a bearish crossover and the RSI has dipped into 

the negative zone. This has turned the short-term trend in favour of the bears. There is a minor support 

at $60, below which a fall to $50 and below it to $44 is probable.

Contrary to our assumption, if the bulls reverse direction from the current levels and breakout of both 

the moving averages, the cryptocurrency can move up to $84.73 and above it to $94.39. We shall wait 

for the price to stabilize or to close (UTC time frame) above $95 before proposing a trade in it.
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Twenty-four financial authorities and 11 international organizations, including the International 
Monetary Fund and the World Bank, recently gathered in New York and discussed global standards of 
crypto regulation. “It is important to consistently implement international standards,” said the 

chairman of South Korea’s top financial regulator who attended the meeting.

Financial Authorities Discuss Crypto Regulation

The Financial Stability Board (FSB) Plenary met at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York Friday to 
discuss “vulnerabilities in the global financial system” and the progress report to be delivered to the 
upcoming G20 meetings in Japan. Among the topics of discussion was global standards of crypto 

regulation.

“The plenary discussed the different initiatives underway at standard-setting bodies to address risks from 
crypto-assets and any possible gaps in this work,” the FSB detailed. The Board added that its work on 

crypto assets has focused on two areas: monitoring of the financial stability implications and a directory 
of crypto asset regulators. Promising that it will publish an update on “the work of the standard-setting 
bodies and will deliver it to the June meeting of G20 Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors,” the 

Board elaborated:

“Members took note of the continued rapid evolution of crypto-asset markets and the need for continued 
monitoring of developments… the FSB is exploring financial stability, regulatory and governance 
implications of decentralised financial technologies.”

Cryptonaire Weekly | April  30th 2019 +44 (0) 207 193 293113

Read more...

https://news.bitcoin.com/countries-imf-global-standards-crypto-regulation/
https://news.bitcoin.com/countries-imf-global-standards-crypto-regulation/
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Nike is launching a blockchain product. Telegram is launching a blockchain. Samsung is reportedly 

planning to launch its own token platform; building with Ethereum for the S10 wasn’t enough. 

Facebook is getting into blockchain. Google still hasn’t done much with it, but JP Morgan now uses it. 

The list of major corporate names edging in on the crypto space is staggeringly long. Should we be 

excited or turned off?

BIG DEAL OR NAH?

For one thing, the development of all these new tokenized platforms is a lot of money. I’m not going to 

make a maximalist argument about how there should be only one smart contract platform in the form 

of Ethereum or Tron or EOS, but I will say that these projects are preferable over projects that are 

controlled by a single entity, like the Telegram Open Network, or whatever the hell Facebook is 

building. We want more transparency and openness in the space. We want more decentralization and 

empowerment of individuals. Now, these big players are coming around and, instead of getting in line 

with the mentality and at times grandiose vision of the crypto movement, they’re bringing all their 

old-world detritus with them.

Regular corporations developing blockchain applications will spend billions of dollars. Why not spend 

it in ways that help the whole world, like developing on existing platforms, or at least making 

inter-operable products? With Ethereum, for example, it’s possible to launch a token platform 

without starting a whole new blockchain. Wouldn’t we prefer if companies like Telegram and Samsung 

just did that?

Read more...

https://www.ccn.com/nike-telegram-facebook-and-everyone-else-suddenly-love-blockchain
https://www.ccn.com/nike-telegram-facebook-and-everyone-else-suddenly-love-blockchain
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Big partnership announcements have been thin on the ground for the major crypto projects for the 

duration of the bear market. That trend changed for IOTA today when the UK’s largest automobile 

manufacturer announced that it would be offering cryptocurrency rewards to drivers for data sharing.

IOTA Driven Up

MIOTA markets reacted pretty quickly when the news articles started doing the rounds. From a 24 hour 

low of $0.261 IOTA surged over 18 percent to reach $0.310 according to coinmarketcap.com. Daily 

trade volume almost tripled to just over $30 billion during Asian trading this morning. Binance is 

currently getting most of that volume with a 40% share, primarily in BTC.

Along with the rest of the crypto markets IOTA hit a low point in mid-December of around $0.20 and it 

hasn’t really recovered much from that. This partnership announcement has revived the Internet of 

Things based altcoin which is currently one of the top performing ones in a generally flat crypto market.

According Reuters Jaguar Land Rover has begun testing software that will use a ‘smart wallet’ to 

collect crypto which has been awarded to drivers who share their data. The report added that 

automatic data collection for road conditions and traffic volumes could be shared with authorities and 

navigation providers. Drivers that consent to this will earn some IOTA which can be used to pay parking, 

road tolls or charging for electric cars.

15

Read more...

https://ethereumworldnews.com/iota-revved-up-on-jaguar-land-rover-partnership-pumps-18/
https://ethereumworldnews.com/iota-revved-up-on-jaguar-land-rover-partnership-pumps-18/
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On Apr. 26th, Washington State Governor Jay Inslee signed SB 5638—an act “recognizing the validity 

of distributed ledger technology”—into law. The Act encourages the development of blockchain, 

recognizes its use in commerce and digital signatures, and amends legislation to provide definitions 

for the technology.

The original purpose of the Washington Electronic Authentication Act was to stimulate the use of 

“reliable electronic messages” in State commerce and ensure that “electronic signatures are not 

denied legal recognition.” Rather than encumbering businesses with outdated business 

requirements, such as the use of paper signatures, the Act encouraged businesses to leverage 

technology to streamline commerce.

The newly passed blockchain bill would expand the Electronic Authentication Act to include 

“encouraging the development of distributed ledger technology” to the legislation.

The Act also adds definitions for blockchain and distributed ledger technology to State law. For more 

details on the changes introduced by the bill

Read more...

https://cryptoslate.com/washington-state-signs-bill-blockchain-technology-law/
https://cryptoslate.com/washington-state-signs-bill-blockchain-technology-law/
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Russia supposedly lacks regulations when it comes different technological advancements including 
the likes of, “neuro- and quantum technologies, artificial intelligence, robotics, virtual and augmented 
reality […] and crypto and blockchain technologies,” reports 

The problem that stems from this is that firms specializing in said fields are not able to introduce 
innovative projects – pushing Russia far back in competition compared to other countries.

For these reasons, Russia has decided to launch projects within each sector of technology in four 

different parts of the country, namely, Kaluga Oblast, Kaliningrad Oblast, Izvestia and Moscow. The 
news was first announced by the country’s Deputy Minister of Economic Development, Savva Shipov, 
who was quoted by News.Bitcoin.com.

As for the structure of the regulatory framework that will eventually be imposed, it has been noted 

that a similar approach will be taken to that of other countries that have already implemented rules. 

This will supposedly prevent legal risks for businesses, while being time and cost-efficient – that way 
innovative ideas will come flowing in.

As per the Russian President’s Advisor, Kirill Kabanov, regulatory sandboxes are essential in 
understanding technology, especially for countries that have yet to impose regulations. In particular, 

he said:

“Regulatory sandboxes will be effective if they are used as test grounds for norms that can later be applied 
to adapt the legal environment to the new technological structure.”

17

Read more...

https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/russia-initiates-regulatory-sandboxes-to-test-crypto-blockchain-technology-and-others/
https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/russia-initiates-regulatory-sandboxes-to-test-crypto-blockchain-technology-and-others/
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At first glance, this week’s move by the investment bank Societe Generale to issue a security 
token-like bond in which it was both the issuer and the sole investor might seem like a pointless act. 

Not so much a peer-to-peer transaction; just a peer transaction.

But one element of the announcement suggests this was actually an important step in financial 
institutions’ sometimes fractious relationship with cryptocurrencies and blockchain technology. You 
see, Societe Generale’s $112 million bond issue used smart contracts built not a private, permissioned 

blockchain but on the public, permissionless ethereum blockchain.

This was a baby step, for sure. But, let’s remember that this French bank belongs to an industry whose 

member institutions repeatedly posit that permissionless blockchains are unworkable for them.

Banks have made various arguments for why they feel compelled to use private, permissioned 

versions of this technology: because they are beholden to know-your-customer and other compliance 

rules that aren’t easily enforced in a permissionless environment; because their competitive interests 

require a level of privacy that can’t be assured in a transparent, public setting; or because public 

blockchain’s probability-based standard for confirming trade settlement falls short of what Wall 
Street’s lawyers call “settlement finality.”

Yet here was the 19th-largest bank in the world experimenting with the public model.

Read more...

https://www.coindesk.com/societe-generales-work-with-public-ethereum-is-a-big-deal
https://www.coindesk.com/societe-generales-work-with-public-ethereum-is-a-big-deal
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The Chinese government is purportedly supporting the construction of a "blockchain  city" in the 

critical shipping lane of the Malaysian Malacca Strait. The development was announced in a press 

release shared with Cointelegraph on April 26.

Construction and engineering company China Wuyi and investment network SWT International Sdn 

Bhd have jointly launched the Chinese government-backed project aimed at the development of the 

city of Malacca into a blockchain city called Melaka Straits city. The founders of the project are planning 

to raise 500  Malaysian Ringgits ($120 million) during the initial stage.

Per the release, the entire infrastructure of the city will be based on blockchain technology, with a so 

called DMI platform offering its native DMI coin. DMI will be used to pay government-based services 
within the city and feature an exchange that will enable Melaka Straits City tourists to exchange their 

fiat currencies for DMI coins.

The project CEO Lim Keng Kai said that "our company is using cutting-edge blockchain technologies and 
integrating those into the traditional industry to make Malaysia a world-class tourist destination. We have 
the government approval to remediate this land and came up with some great plans for the area."

China has been expanding its presence in the Pacific region through investments in infrastructure and 
municipalities. Over the past seven years, China reportedly poured $6 billion in concessional loans and 

other aid into resource-rich Papua New Guinea’s Port Moresby, being eager to exploit its natural gas, 

minerals and timber resources.

Read more...

https://cointelegraph.com/news/chinese-government-supports-development-of-blockchain-city-in-malaysia
https://cointelegraph.com/news/chinese-government-supports-development-of-blockchain-city-in-malaysia
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According to a recent survey of 10,000 European residents, 63% believe that cryptocurrencies will 

still be around in 10 years. However, polled respondents were not so confident about bitcoin core 
(BTC) lasting over the next decade as only 49% of participants believe BTC will be around.

63% of 10,000 Polled Europeans Believe Cryptocurrencies Will Still Exist in 10 Years

Japanese cryptocurrency exchange Bitflyer was recently licensed to operate in the European Union, 
and on April 24 the company’s European arm published a poll of 10,000 residents from various 

countries to find out how popular digital currencies are today. The survey was sent to residents from 
Norway, France, Belgium, Germany, and other regions while the researchers also parsed the 

responses by country. The biggest question on the survey asked participants if they believe 

cryptocurrencies will still exist in 10 years. Out of the entire lot of respondents, 63% think cryptos will 

still be around within the next decade.

Residents from Norway seem extremely positive as 73% believe that digital currencies will continue 

to trend in the future. This is followed by those in Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Spain, Denmark, and 

Germany who voted above the 60th percentile. Respondents from Belgium, the U.K., and France 
showed stronger pessimism (59% or lower) toward cryptocurrencies lasting over the next 10 years. 

Andy Bryant, COO of Bitflyer Europe, said the poll results indicate that people are looking past the 
prior cryptocurrency hype and digital assets have become more established.

Read more...

https://news.bitcoin.com/survey-shows-europeans-think-crypto-will-last-a-decade-but-are-less-confident-in-btc/
https://news.bitcoin.com/survey-shows-europeans-think-crypto-will-last-a-decade-but-are-less-confident-in-btc/
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According to the New York Times journalist Nathaniel Popper, eTrade, a US-based major financial 
assets and stocks exchange, is preparing to integrate bitcoin and ethereum for 5 million users.

“In the wake of TD Ameritrade quietly opening Bitcoin trading for some of its customers, I was just told 
that eTrade is preparing to begin offering both Bitcoin and Ether trading to its 5 million or so customers 
and is just finalizing a third party to actually hold the coins,” Popper reported.

The consideration of listing crypto assets by eTrade follows a report by The Block which found that TD 

Ameritrade, a leading brokerage in the US, is experimenting with ErisX’s new crypto exchange to 

potentially offer cryptocurrency trading services to its 11 million users.

“Testing is a best-practice necessary for us and our customers as we build the most robust and 
transparent marketplace for digital assets,” a spokeswoman for ErisX reportedly told The Block.

Better Liquidity for Bitcoin and Ethereum

Throughout the past decade, the crypto market has been plagued with fake and inflated volumes. 
Many major markets like South Korea are still struggling to deal with inflated numbers designed to 
provide exchanges with higher rankings on market data platforms such as CoinMarketCap for 

visibility.

A Bitwise presentation to the US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) revealed that around 95 

percent of the volume in the cryptocurrency market is either fake or inflated, with only ten 
cryptocurrency exchanges recording real volume above $1 million.

Read more...

https://cryptoslate.com/major-exchange-etrade-reportedly-integrating-bitcoin-and-ethereum-for-5-million-users/
https://cryptoslate.com/major-exchange-etrade-reportedly-integrating-bitcoin-and-ethereum-for-5-million-users/
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Tobacco giant Philip Morris International is working on a “public blockchain,” an executive said, though 

not quite in the commonly understood sense of the term.

“We want to do public blockchains,” Nitin Manoharan, Philip Morris’ global head of architecture and 

tech innovation, said onstage Thursday at the London Blockchain Expo.

Specifically, the New York-based multi-national company would use this technology to track tax 
stamps on cigarette boxes, Manoharan said. While that may sound prosaic, he said these bits of paper 

are valuable (worth about $5.50 per packet), manually dealt with and easily counterfeited (generally 

fraudsters use a high-resolution photocopier), costing the industry and governments $100 million a 

year.

Manoharan estimated that Philip Morris alone could save $20 million off the bat by automating 
processes and reducing fraud with the traceability and transparency afforded by a blockchain.

And while most enterprise blockchains are permissioned, meaning only approved parties are allowed 

to participate, the one Philip Morris envisions in this instance would be widely accessible. After his 

panel discussion, Manoharan told CoinDesk:

“The aspiration is an industry-wide blockchain that interested stakeholders can come in and subscribe to 
it and benefit from it. If they see no value they can just leave.”

When asked specifically if that meant anyone could run a node without permission, he said yes, 
acknowledging they would need an incentive to do so.

“We want to make sure that the minimum viable ecosystem we put in place is attractive to all the 
stakeholders who participate in this particular ecosystem,” he said. “So there needs to be a value 
proposition, there needs to be a reason for taking part. Because if there’s not sufficient value on the table 
they will not engage. So the only way to make it sustainable is to ensure stakeholders benefit from this 
blockchain.”

Read more...

https://www.coindesk.com/tobacco-giant-philip-morris-is-building-a-different-kind-of-public-blockchain
https://www.coindesk.com/tobacco-giant-philip-morris-is-building-a-different-kind-of-public-blockchain
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Introduction to 1irstcoin LLC, Tbilisi, Republic of Georgia 

 

Founding year of the company   2018 

Founder of the company    Peter Sommer, Germany 

      Osman Bartu, Germany 

      Hyperion Finance GmbH, Germany 

Type of company     Limited Liability Company, LLC 

Licence      Financial Service & Consulting Licence No. 0110/268 

Company ID / Register    404565029 

First round of capital, 2018   1,500,000.00 US Dollar 

Reached milestones  Creation of the settlement software and the algorithmic program, built 

by Merkeleon A.R. GmbH, Austria 

Second round of capital, 2019  1,125,000.00 US Dollar 

Reached milestones  Commencing business activities and creating his own token including 

listing on various stock exchanges 

 The company's capital was tokenized into 100,000,000 tokens, 1irst, 

FST, and issued to the investors and founders of the first and second 

rounds of capital 

Public Airdrop With a so-called public airdrop, more than 20,000 addresses were 

reached and a trading base for the listing of the own token could be 

formed 

Account openings since 2018  

1irstcoin crypto currrency exchange  3,678 

Membership 1irstcoin, FST, Token   >20,000.00 

Daily turnover, 1irstcoin exchange   >300,000.00 US Dollar 

Team 1irstcoin LLC    Peter Sommer, Director and Founder 

      Jenny Lam, Director PR & Business Development 

      Irk Naz, PR Officer 

Employees at 1irstcoin LLC   8 in support and backoffice 

      12 freelancer in media works and settlement 

Tax situation     Special-Zone, 100% tax-free, on all profits and on all revenue`s 

 

Preview development 2019 2020 2021 2022 

Number of customers 8500 25,000 60,000 150,000 

Revenues from trading fees 450,000 US Dollar 1,225,000 US Dollar 2,425,000 US Dollar 4,250,000 US Dollar 

Revenues from placement 

fees, 1irstgold and another 

projects 

800,000 US Dollar 3,500,000 US Dollar 8,000,000 US Dollar 19,000,000 US Dollar 

Profit per FST, 1irst Token 0.0125 US Dollar 0.04725 US Dollar 0.10425 US Dollar 0.2325 US Dollar 

 



 

           

Corporate purpose and business model 
 

1irstcoin LLC operates one of the fastest, safest and most innovative trading sites for cryptocurrencies in the world. They 

also operate the connected financial instruments as a licensed financial service provider. It has long stopped being a secret 

that Blockchain, with its diverse applications, is about to sustainably change our global interaction; and that it already has 

changed it in many areas. 
 

1irstcoin makes the difference 
 

Everyone who deals-, trade and work with cryptocurrencies knows the problem: 
 

• To get the best price for your cryptocurrency, either blindly trust your broker, or you make the effort 

and keep an account on many exchanges 

• In most cases, transfer between accounts is necessary to get the best price. Such a transfer also costs extra money 
 

1irstcoin solves the entire problem with his algorithm. By connecting and implementing the order books of the leading 

crypto exchanges, the customer of 1irstcoin LLC always receives the best price for their cryptocurrencies with just one 

account. Guaranteed, in nano seconds, our algorythm scans the market and always offers the best deal. The fees are on 

average very low at 0.825% of the transaction volume for this service. Owners of at least 1000 1irst, FST, tokens, receive a 

50% discount on all fees.  
 

Note at all: All profits of 1irstcoin LLC are distributed to the owners of the FST token once a year. For this 

purpose, special repurchase programs are being developed above the market value. 

 

The 1irst token, (short FST) 
 

• 100,000,000 Token total (max supply) 

• ERC 20 Standard 

• CMC (Coimmarketcap.com) listed 

• Coingecko.com listed 

• Listed on several exchanges 

 

The 1irst token is not an empty promise or a bad bet on the future. No, the token is secured and backed by 

the value of the company. There is no comparable investment with such big impulses and opportunities. Well-known 

investors, such as the Kritzer family from Germany, who have already developed and built up global market leaders such as 

Roundliner GmbH, have been on board since the second capital round and have set this unique combination as a bet on a 

secure future. The fst token is the ideal portfolio addition. the token has been able to generate more than 130% return on 

invest since its launch. Not in a year, no, since its listing on coinmarketcap.com in march 2019. The FST token will be 

available promptly from leading crypto currency exchanges according to cmc ranking. For this purpose, a cooperation with 

Star Alliance was entered in April 2019. 

 

 



     

Next steps in the development 

 
Due to the possibilities given to us with the financial license, we will develop, control and launch further products for the 

krypto finance world. One project is already at a very advanced stage. The project is called "1irstgold.com", based on 

our name and the project is 100% owned by 1irstcoin LLC and will continue to be operated by ourself.   
 

In essence, this project is easy to describe. The 1irstgold token will embody one gram of gold in physical form and is 

physically backed by that amount of gold. The incredible will be the associated service. Customers will be able to purchase 

these tokens OTC (over the counter) against FIAT currency. The customer no longer requires extensive storage and can 

exchange his tokens for "physical gold" or cryptocurrencies, or FIAT currencies at any time. For this purpose, we cooperate 

with leading gold dealers in Germany, Switzerland and Austria. Boundless and anonymous. A physical gold shipment takes 

place upon return of the tokens. The customer can also personally pick up his physical gold from affiliated merchants.  
 

A global service in the trading of gold is intended by us. No more and no less. The project is already in its pre-

launch phase and has already cost more than $ 670,000 in investment. We are convinced that this project can become a 

unicorn and we are proud that this project belongs to the portfolio of 1irstcoin LLC. 

 
In addition to the 1irstgold project, there are already two further projects in planning and implementation.  

Coindex: This utility token is comparable to the 1irstgold token in the matter. Instead of being deposited with physical gold, 

this token will be linked to a basket of international equities which will be deposited centrally in a custody account. This 

allows global access to lucrative investment opportunities for every person. At the moment it is necessary to have a depot 

and an account to buy a tesla or google share. In addition, you can not currently purchase these shares with crypto 

currencies. these problems will be solved by coindex token globally. Tradable 7 days a week and 365 days a year.  

The invested capital is available at any time and at any place. Coindex will write history, we are sure of 

that. 
 

       
 

In addition to these projects, we are currently developing a so-called stable token, based on the US tether, but on a Euro 

basis. This token is intended to facilitate payments for affiliated companies and individuals. Already there are more than 100 

requests for cooperation at this level. The FSCO (1irstStableCOin) is especially designed to support entrepreneurs and 

traders in their import and export activities. The FSCO can be exchanged in every FIAT, as well as in BTC and ETH on our 

stock exchange. The reference is 1: 1 on the euro. Low transaction costs of less than 0.10% appeal especially to commercial 

traders. 

 



 

                    
Closing words 
 

With 1irstcoin we want to close a gap in the crypto currency market. There are already many stock exchanges that are doing 

a good job, but there is no place that unites these good jobs. That's why we look a bit like google for the crypto industry. On 

the contrary, we do not bother anyone, on the contrary, the stock markets profit through us, just as the traders advertise on 

google. On top of that, we give our clients a clear arbitrage advantage, which otherwise was reserved only for professionals. 

Whether as a customer of our crypto currency exchange, or as the owner of our token, with us you are setting the future. 

Nobody will doubt that sooner or later cash and the associated fiat currencies will disappear 

from the planet. Just like the dinosaurs, only faster. The blockchain makes everything more transparent, safer and 

faster and we are a part of it. 

 

Thank you for your attention 

 

Peter Sommer 

Founder & Director 1irstcoin LLC, Republic of Georgia 

Email: sommer@1irstcoin.com 

 

 
 

 

Social Media & Public News Channels 

 

                       
 

 

Jenny Lam 

Director PR & Business Development 

Email: lam@1irstcoin.com 

 

 
 

https://twitter.com/1irstcoin
https://www.facebook.com/1irstcoin.de/
https://github.com/1irstcoin
https://t.me/m1irstcoin
https://medium.com/@1irstcoin
https://t.me/mycoinexchange


https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/
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